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RISE TIME AND RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS ON A LiSOCI2_ CELL
[C. BASTIEN (SAFT) - E. LECOMTE (ETCA)]
ABSTRACT
Dynamic impedance tests have been performed on a 180Ah LiSOCI 2 cell in the
frame of a short term work contract awarded by Aerospatiale as part of the
Hermes space plane development work. These tests consisted of Rise Time and
Response Measurements.
The Rise Time Test was performed to show the ability to de!iver 4KW, in the
nominal voltage range (75 - 115V), within less than i'00 _icrcsecnnds, and
after a period at rest of 13 days.
The Response Measurements Test consisted of Step Response and Frequency Response
tests.
The Frequency Response test allowed to determine the "small signal" impedance
of the LiSOCI 2 cell. The cell impedance was measured for various frequencies,
temperatures, intensities and depths of discharge.
The Step Response test was performed to characterize the response of the
LiSOCI 2 cell to a positive or negative load step of IOA starting from various
currents. The test was performed for various depths of discharge and various
temperatures.
The test results were used to build a mathematical, electrical model of the
LiSOCI 2 cell which are also presented.
Slides 5 to 17 give the test description and test results. Slides 18 to 25
give the electrical modelization description (for which additional comments
are given hereafter). Slide 26 gives the conclusions of the presentation.
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE LiSOCI2 CELL (Slides 18 to 25)
Three models of increasing complexity are presented. Their validity is limited
to the conditions of the tests presented :
- Frequency : 5 to 100 O00Hz
- Temperature : 10 to 70:C (50 to 160°F)
- Depth of Discharge : 25 to 75%
Bias Currents : 0 to 80A
The Frequency Response Tests directly give the impedance versus the frequency.
The model is built on the basis of the Frequency Tests and validated and
refined to match the measured Step Response.
The first model accounts for the Frequency Response when the temperature is
greater or equal to 40°C (I04:F) while the second one is c __ginement valid
also for low temperatures. Model 2 was validated by simulating its response
to the Step Response Test and by comparing it to the experimental response.
The validity proved to be good except for lew DC currents.
MODEL I (Slides 18 to 19)
At temperatures greater than 40:C (I04'F), all frequency responses are
similar : a plateau at low frequencies and a resonance at 76 KHz.
The plateau is modelized by a Series Resistance (6mI_) and the resonance by
an R-L-C parallel cell.
R2 of the R-L-C cell is given by the impedance at the resonance frequency :
R2 = 41 - 6 = 35m.Q. The resonance frequency Fo is equal to I/2_ LVr'Z_
and the ratio _F/F o is equal to RvrC-_L. This allows to determine L and C
where L = 32nH and C= 137NF.
RI varies slightly with T ° and IDC = as I or T° increase, RI decreases.
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MODEL 2 (Slides 20 to 22)
At low temperatures (I0:C, 50:F), the impedance is higher for the low
frequencies (below 2KHz), while the response is identical above 2KHz.
phenomenon is modelized by an RC parallel cell, added to Model i.
This
R3 is given by the value of the plateau : R3 = 30 6 = 24m£L
C 2 is given by the value of the impedance at F = 2KHz.
Model 2 also applies at high temperatures, with R3 = Ont(] (Model I).
Model 2 is validated by comparing the experimental results of the Step Response
Test to the simulated results. Slide N° 22 shows a good matching when the
initial DC current is greater or equal to IOA for positive or negatiw steps.
MODEL 3 (Slides 23 to 24)
Slide N° 23 shows that for a DC current smaller than IOA, positive and negative
responses are not symetrical.
Model 3 is similar to Model 2 (RC cell, series resistance and R-L-C cell)
except that the resistance of the R-L-C cell is increased when the current
measured before the application of the current step is smaller than IOA. The
simulated Step Response is similar to the experimental Step Response, as shown
in slide N° 24, which validates Model 3.
BATTERY MODEL (Slide 24)
The equivalent electrical model of 28 cells in a series is the electrical
model of a cell with resistors and inductor values multiplied by 28 and
capacitor values divided by 28.
An additional series resistance (R4) and inductance (L2) must be added in
order to take into account the influence of the cabling between cells.
R4 = 4.3mi")
L2 = 1.2_H
As R4 << RI, R4 can be neglected
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